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You will need to take cover for book 4 of the Greatest Love Series...Just Be Held. The entire cast

returns and all of them are hit with storms that will shake their faith and relationships. You are in for

a treat, the backstory is revealed for J.D. James and Karen's mother Cynthia Locke. You will finally

get the answer to why Paige's mother-in-law Julia, despises her. The connection Julia shares with

Paige's mother and father comes to light. Secrets are exposed and lives will be changed forever.

Warning.. If you are looking for Christian fiction that does not deal with real life. If you can't handle

Christians on a journey working out their salvation. This book is not for you. There is mild profanity,

no explicit sex scenes but there is intimacy between characters. Book 4 of 5
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Another great edition to the greatest love series. This edition of the Greatest Love Series shows No

matter how bad you may be or how far you've strayed from God He can change your life. God is

doing a work in these characters that give hope to those of us who are struggling with our life in



Christ and past lives. As a believer in Jesus, a Christian, there were scenes in this book that had me

saying I don't know if I would've acted that way; work on me Jesus! There are so many life lessons

that you can get and relate to that make you think about your own growth in Christ. She depicts

selfishness, rejection, trying to please others, brokenness, and more. Not all these situations end

positively but she shows how without Christ, we too could end up in situations such as these. Great

read!!

First off, there are so many characters that are intertwined and they all have one thing in common,

they need GOD to deliver them through their many trials and tribulations that they each are facing.

Paige is a truly remarkable person inside and out. She forgave when I would have ......... but GOD.

Lawrence has kept his daughter alive even when he thought she was dead (but GOD). Aunt Jane is

miserable and thinks that her actions are justified (but GOD) Julia is a manipulative woman who has

taken scorned to a whole new level (but GOD) Wil and Dawn are still struggling but remain together

(but GOD) Cam and Ben are re-evaluating (but GOD) Kevin is struggling (but GOD) and the poor

judge is hanging on by a thread (but GOD). This book is wonderfully written and if you want an

inspirational read, check it out. You will not be disappointed but to learn more in-depth struggles

each character endured, read the entire series.

Once again Author Genevieve Woods has a hit in the Greatest Love Series book four. She gave us

the backstory of her characters starting in the eighties and brought it to current day. It was

interesting to learn how it all started with the Owens boys and even with opportunities how you can

still take the wrong road. How love at first sight does exist. We now understand the whole story

behind Julia and Paige. I can't believe that Julia did that and carried the lie for so long. I hope her

husband finds it in his heart to forgive her. I feel a little sorry for Aunt Jane and I do hope that Raige

can turn to Paige for Aunt Jane eventually. Congratulations to Ben and Camille. The ending with

Author Chloe Berringer helping Tabitha see the signs. I can't wait for the next part. And finally you

truly blessed me and gave me a new favorite scripture in Psalm 139. I REALLY needed to read that.

Thanks again Author Woods for your grandslam homerun.

You have out done yourself this has to be true best read this month. That darn Julia I knew she was

wicked. But is Kevin her son because he was older than Paige , hmmmm I'm puzzled whats her

other secret. I'm so happy for Paige and for Camille. LORD Wilson has me worried about that snake

that he has hired. I GIVE 5 Stars



After now completing the 4th book in this series, in 24 hours, I must admit I am hooked on Ms.

Woods' writing. Again, she goes into many issues relationships face on a day-to-day basis. I loved

all her books and I am amazed at how she weaves the past in with the current lives of her

characters. Cannot wait for her next title to be published!

Wow! In book four we were informed how everything started. At first I thought why in the world are

we going that far back, but it was well worth the read. We found out the foundation for each

character and it was easy to follow. There were no character or name mixups. The ending of this

installment is a cliffhanger and opening to the next book. This is a must read, but please start with

book 1.

The first thing I want to say is that true forgiveness is powerful. This author is becoming one of my

favorite. I really enjoyed how she went back showing us how things became and then brought us

back up to date, great writing to me. Now on to next book of this series. Keep writing Genevieve

Woods, continue to use the gift God has given you.

These books were very inspiring. I loved reading about all of the characters and families and their

struggles. Their growing faiths in God and each other shows the love that God has for us all if we

trust and believe. Will there be a fifth book to this series? Book four left us with a cliffhanger!
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